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FiIelression
OBJECTTYES:

Class IV (A-E)

:Intra-Class Activities

' T3 make the students aware about the contribution and principles of the Father of our
ra:ron i. e, l"]ahatma Gandhi.

e To nurture and augment their creativity and their presentation skills.
o To provide a platform to the students to exhibit their talent and creativity.
' To acquaint them with the significance and importance of cleanliness as one of the dream of

Gandhi ji for modern India
. To make them realise the importance of cleanliness.

DESCRIPTION:
.CI.E.INLINESS ISNE)ff TO GODIJIIIESS. - M.fi.II.[T[I.fi. G.ENDflI.

In c-Cer to apprise the students about the significance of presenting their views on clean India
c--rDa gn and principles of Mahatma Gandhi in an activity,'Remembering the Father of our nation,
oased on the theme'Clean India Campaign'was conducted .studenls were asked to draw a ptcture
related to the given theme. They were also motivated to write a principle of Mahatma Gandhi on
'India of his dream'. They used 44 size sheet, colours and other decorative material. Various styles
were used by the students to make the creative and beautiful posters. They expressed their
thoughts on clean India campaign and principles of Gandhi ji on'Dream India'. A discussion was also
held on ideas of our father of the nation on cleanliness of our country. Students were amazed to
know the facts shared and decided to be cleanliness ambassador of their area. Students did
beautiful drawing and wrote the quotation on the given theme, Tnis activity helped to exhibit their
innovative minds. The activity provided them platform to showcase their creativity and ensured their
holistic development. AII the students were appreciated for their commendable efforts. The students
got an excellent experience through activity, The best five entries were selected from each class and
the fi nal winners were chosen on the basis of constructivism, creativity and competence. The activity
was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone. The activity catered to the cognitive, social and aesthetic
domains of the learners.
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